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Many of us do almost everything we can to avoid uncomfortable conversations. Maybe someone isn't doing their job, they missed a bunch of deadlines, or they've been caught being dishonest regardless of the situation, even those of us who don't consider ourselves non-confrontation can be afraid of
unpleasant conversations. But the longer you avoid them, the longer the issue will be pliered. Instead of procrastinating, try this approach for difficult conversations that not only don't go off the rails, but actually lead to the changes you're looking for. Determine the ideal outcomeThe time, we enter into
complex confrontations, thinking about the motivating issue, not about its solution. So before you even approach the person, you need to talk, consider what you want to achieve. Is it better performance, more accountability, changing attitudes? Visualize the perfect result and then work your way back
from there. What should be done to move the conversation in this direction? This may seem obvious, but the stress of tough conversations can sometimes cause this principle to be easy to forget. We all have preconceived notions about people and why they act the way they do. This can put a productive
conversation in the way.2 Check your emotionsMake sure that the conversation is not about venting your own frustrations. If you need to practice, talk to someone you trust as a family member, colleague, or friend. Make them push away from you and get defensive. Make sure you are not driven by anger
by any resistance you may encounter during the real thing.3 Stick to factsOnce you have your emotions under control, do your homework. Pin down as objectively as you possibly can what actually happened, which led to the problem at hand and the consequences that followed. For example, because a
team member or colleague missed a certain deadline, the order was lost and the company risked losing the customer. Don't focus on how it makes you feel, and don't make any judgments about why the person you're facing may have dropped the ball. Leave this part for them to tell you. Submit only the
facts and make sure you get them right. Listen To ActiveIt's probably the hardest step. We all have preconceived notions about people and why they act the way they do. This can put a productive conversation in the way. So pretend that you will be checked after your chat about how well you can repeat
what they say. Fight the urge to jump and contradict them, even if they get the fact wrong. You will have the opportunity to correct the misconceptions, but you have to listen first. Pay close attention not only to the words, but also to the tone of the voice and body language5. what you've heard and ask for
clarification In order to make any real progress, the person you're talking to should feel That doesn't mean they should feel that you agree with their point of view, just that you fully understand what it's made up of. You can say: What I heard, you say, that_________. Is that correct? 6. Request a solution,
based on the ideal result you have identified from the beginning, ask your listener to make changes that you believe will prevent the subject from continuing-not to require them. Then ask what they think needs to change to find a solution. Make sure you are not driven by the wrath of any resistance you
may encounter There is no guarantee that the other person will be open, non-defensive, and willing to adapt. But if your conversation has gone well up to this point, the chances are that you'll be able to has a hash out of a good resolution much more.7 Get Down To Brass Tacks-TogetherAs you trade
ideas about solutions, it's important not only to consider the problem you're dealing with right now, but also future scenarios that may arise. Try to come up with the means to resolve such disputes, which you both agree. And go beyond common relationships to find specific actions and behavioral changes
to implement. Emphasize the sincere comments of the other party or the actions they have committed and let them know that you value them for their cooperation. If the conversation starts to break down, or if any of you get upset, take a break and start all over again later. Trying to push on after the
emotions boiled will only make the situation worse. Of course, there is never a guarantee that you will get the result you are looking for. It starts by acknowledging that you can't control someone else's thinking and shouldn't try. But if you can follow these steps, you will be able to walk away from the
process, regardless of the outcome, knowing that you gave it the best shot you could. Not long ago, Comstock, 46, was a marketing manager at General Electric; we have to thank her for the ecomagination. She moved into THE GE division of NBC Universal 18 months ago and has just received a new
gig that combines sales of advertising and digital media across the television network, cable channels and film studios. Want to stream Heroes, read an interactive novel and then bet online for works of art from the show? Thanks to Comstock for all that too. The economics of television were simple. Do
you understand how to make money today when I can watch 30 Rock pretty much anytime? We understand this much better than before. Digital media allows us to open new windows without the cannibalization you might expect. So yes, we can offer 30 Rock in preview, then on the air, then streaming,
then iTunes, then mobile, and then syndication. We did the simulation. Looks like we're making more money. How advertisers are this new world? Some know what they want, some to a lesser extent. But now, every marketer does digital, not because it's fashionable, but because they they Buying groups
have created units called sight, sound and motion (to work through the media). They expect us to zero in on targeted consumers: What do we know about them and how do we achieve them? How do viewing habits change? We had 60 million streams (television shows) in NBC.com. Many of them are
repeat viewers. Others change time. They are shift locations, too, with iTunes or on phones. And does that work for you? He has to. If consumers are in control, they understand how they want to look. We have to find the right solution. What happens next? More personal expression (viewers), a desire to
participate in the narrative. For example, SMS text to vote in a reality show, or watch Heroes and dial a phone number. This material is so rudimentary; One day we'll look back and say, We were so nice then! All this implies huge cultural changes. How does NBC Universal handle it? This space is frantic
and chaotic, and we are constantly trying to get out of our own way. With success, you will get a little more confident. But we still need to be more focused and more disciplined. Are you still, as you once said about yourself, impatient? Yes. And I'm afraid. I scan the landscape all the time. What happens
next? Who's going to get there first? This business is so hypersensitive. You have to choose the path, keep it, and feel good about it. The second guess ends up with more than an ulcer. A member of our web team came across what could be a useful and economical business tool. iDictate is a service that
will transcribe documents sent to them over the phone or dictating the device - think traditional dictation; You call to dictate your document - about 1 cent per word. They also offer standard transcription services for about 2 cents per word. Most transcription services bill by the hour, so it seems quite a lot -
especially with turnover times ranging from 24 minutes to 24 hours. Have FC Now readers used the service? 1 of 31 Anathema there are too many As far as this is concerned, to roll down the tongue easily, and if you're wondering what that means, you're not alone. Anathema - that is, someone or
something strongly disliked - is in the top 1% looked up words on Merriam-Webster. 2 of 31 Anemone Even Nemo couldn't pronounce the word in the Pixar movie - and he lives in one! If you can go through the first two syllables, you are in the clear. 3 of Antarctica's 31 These double cs spell problems.
Just as the Arctic is also called, the South Pole often gets renamed Ant-ART-tick. 4 out of 31 Antidisestablishmentarianism For most people, this is the longest word they know. For others, it's a bona fide twister language for a whopping total of 28 letters and 13 syllables. (Psst, this means that against the
withdrawal of the state from the established church.) 5 of 31 Star Stars know that pesky metathesis makes this typographical symbol hard to tell. Metathesis? That's when people accidentally rearrange sounds or syllables in a word like a kid talking spaghetti like a paschetti. In this case, it's the final S and
K that do a bit of switcheroo, coming out like asteriks. 6 out of 31 Brewery No, it's not just binge talk. Discussing beer-making bars while sober is hard enough, thanks to this tricky medium syllable. 7 of the 31 cavalry Metathesis strikes again! It does not help that many people also confuse the cavalry
(armed forces on horseback) with the place of Calvary, as in the Bible. 8 out of 31 Comfortable It's so easy to miss that rotten sound, but just because you're resting doesn't mean you have to give up the saying. 9 out of 31 Defibrillator Dissimilation is another linguistic phenomenon, you can blame
mispronunciations on. That's when such consonants or vowels in a word become less similar, for example, a defibrillator becomes a defibulator. 10 out of 31 worsen The First R in deterioration receives the same treatment. You can try to say it right, or just choose one of many, many synonyms instead:
decay, decline, degeneration, convey ... and it's only Ds! 11 of 31 Explicit Take Heart. Almost everyone sounds like they're lisping when they're making explicit. 12 out of 31 exponentially sometimes exponentially get exponentially harder to say, the more you try to say. 13 of February 31 Here's another
case of dissimilarity, except people mispronounced this month so often that many dictionaries take it anyway. According to Merriam-Webster, y heard from many speakers is not an invasion, but rather the general pronunciation of vowels U after consonants, both in January and annually. 14 of the 31
Floccinaucinihilipilification On 29 letters, floccinaucinihilipilification received the unofficial name of the longest non-technical word in the English language. Don't let its length fool you. It just means an act or a habit of assessing something as useless. Fifteen of the 31 infamous CNN anchor Jake Tapper
recently used the word on air and quickly prompted a 4.695% spike in viewing on Merriam-Webster. Synonymous with dishonest or despicable, it's perfect for talking about controversial politics - if you're brave enough to say it, that is. 16 of the 31 isthmus These double Ss are absolutely killer. Fortunately,
most people do not live on narrow plots of land and can ignore the geographical term as a whole. 17 of the library's 31 libraries (not liberry) are so hard to say that Merriam-Webster can cite files where even college presidents and professors use dissimilated form. Eighteen of the state's 31 Massachusetts
Historical Names comes from the Algonquin word Indigenous, according to the online etymology dictionary. But for people outside of New England that S has a sad tendency to turn into a sh sound. 19 of 31 Often You Are You use this common word often enough, but if you speak as an out of ten, you
are technically wrong. Merriam-Webster prefers the T-less version because it better reflects evolution from its mid-English roots. 20 of the 31 Onomatopoeia Buzz, hiss, splash, meowing - these so simple words are all wonderful examples of onomatopoeia, which is an act of naming something similar to
the sound associated with it. Good luck saying - and spelling - it's doozy! 21 of the 31 Otorhinolaryngological There is a reason why you call an ear, nose and throat specialist ENT-doctor. No one wants to talk to an otolaryngologist over and over again. 22 of the 31 Phenomenon The best part of the word
phenomenon speaks of several phenomena. Although, if you want to use more boring phenomena, another plural is technically correct as well. 23 of the 31 rural 30 Rock fans will remember the rural jury, the language twisting of the fictional film title Tina Fey and her co-authors created as a running joke.
Put them together and you get comically amazing ruhr-juhhrr. 24 of the 31 Schadenfreude Another constantly popular word on Merriam-Webster, is a frightening kind of German noun that often pops up in essays and books refers to the pleasure derived from other people's misfortunes. 25 of 31
Sesquipedalian Basketball superstar Steph Curry made headlines when he recently challenged a group of high school students to play S-E-S-U-I-P-E-D-A-L-I-A-N instead of H-O-R-S-E. Surprisingly, the adjective literally means characterized by the use of long words. 26 out of 31 Sixth Yes, it's only one



syllable. No, that doesn't make that word easier to say. 27 of 31 specific viral Reddit thread in 2015 commiserated about the most complex words to pronounce. It was one of them. 28 of the 31 Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious The only way to successfully say this word is to sing it, of course. While the
catchy tune in 1964 by Mary Poppins popularized the term, the coined word actually goes back a little further back to the 1940s, according to the Oxford English Dictionaries. 29 of the 31 synecdoche Budding writers know that synecdoche is a figure of speech where the piece represents the whole (as you
might call the car your wheels) or vice versa. Remember that the last syllable sounds like a ki and you'll make your high school English teacher proud. 30 out of 31 Temperatures It's pronounced just as it looks, but unlike giving a weather forecast is a little more complicated than it should be. Be. most
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